
December 14, 2021 

Great News 
 

As I mentioned a few months, the University of Notre Dame was scheduled to publish in their 

prestigious quarterly magazine a piece about me and Santa Chiara that was written by an 

alumnus of the university who is a Journal reader. His name is Joe Heil. The piece was supposed 

to be published in the Winter issue just after Christmas. However, publication was delayed to the 

Spring issue. A disappointment for sure, but still something positive to spread the word of Santa 

Chiara to the magazines 165,000 subscribers. (It should be noted that every alumnus of the 

university receives a free copy of the magazine for life, which makes the total readership hard to 

estimate.) This is a big deal.  
 

While I’ve never met Joe Heil, we communicate often by email and occasional phone calls. In one 

of our conversations, the subject of Vincent van Gogh came up. Subsequently I sent him an essay 

about the experience I had in the hotel room Auvers-sur-Oise, Francis where Vincent died. I had 

lifted the piece from a chapter of my unpublished novel, The Canvas of Soul, and revised it so it 

could stand alone. It is only four pages long and contains under 2,000 words…which is like a post 

card for me. Joe absolutely loved it. He offered to make a few editorial changes and suggested 

that I send it to the editor of the ND magazine just after his story was published in the winter 

edition of the magazine. Joe had high hopes they would publish it in the Spring. The delay of his 

story’s publication threw cold water on that dream plan.  
 

But Joe does not give up easily. Last Wednesday, he wrote to me and suggested I submit the Van 

Gough piece now. He even penned the letter he wanted me to send to the editor. I followed his 

advice and sent the letter with the essay on Thursday. I had no real expectations they would 

accept “The Room Where Vincent Died.”  
 

Much to my surprise and delight, the editor responded by the end of the day, saying: 
 

What fun, and yes, van Gogh essay accepted. I appreciate Joe Heil pointing you toward us, and I 

am so glad to be hearing from you personally. What a life you have had. So much good you have 

done on your travels, all along the way, maybe especially these days of doing good for others. I am 

really pleased to be telling part of your story in our magazine -- and now to have this, which offers 

such insight as an accompanying piece. 
 

We are just beginning to get into our spring issue, but will be in touch regarding editing and 

photos. 
 

Meanwhile, you should know that one of my all-time favorite paintings (my wife and I bought a 

print -- which can only approximate the original) is "van Gogh's room."  
 

Life can be sweet, in the ways it weaves around. 
 

Wow…both stories in the same issue. Beyond anything I could have imagined or hoped for. 
 

Moreover, I’ve exchanged a few personal emails with the editor about Haiti. I sent him Journals, 

one featuring all photos (10.24) of the violence. He said “…the writing and the narrative calls for 

an audience.  



Into Extra Time 
 

Every morning I stand before my bookcase and pick out a book for my bathroom time. It is my 

hope the Spirit speaks to me though the chosen book. It is amazing how often I read just what I 

need to hear. Sometimes when I leave the bathroom, I go directly to my computer and write a 

reflection for the Journal based on what I had read. Last Saturday, I took a book written by a 

friend whom I knew from my annual month-long teaching gig at the Pontifical Gregorian 

University in Rome, Italy.  Michael Paul Gallagher was a Jesuit priest and a professor of 

fundamental theology at the Greg. We often had dinner together when I was in Rome. He died 

of cancer in November 2015. In the final year of his life as he battled cancer, he wrote daily 

reflections in a diary about his final journey. He intended the reflections to be his final book, 

which he completed just before his death. It is titled Into Extra Time. Some years ago, I shared the 

story of the book and Fr. Michael in this Journal.  
 

On Saturday morning, I randomly opened the book to pages 68 and 69. Those pages contained 

two short pieces which I want to share with you. 
 

“When people lack a language for depth, life remains trivial.” (Dorothee Sölle). Open another 

door. Escape the cult of clarity that pretends to be the full story of truth. The opposite of 

faith is not doubt but a wrong kind of certainty. Blaise Pascal called it the spirit of 

geometry as against the spirit of finesse. Where can we find a more delicate language in 

ourselves? When we have an attack of wonder. It can happen through anything that 

arouses the imagination—drama, poetry, beauty, affection, even the troubles or the 

needs of others. All these open towards another self-listening and towards the possibility 

of prayer. 
 

What struck me about the first piece was that we can experience a sense of wonder through, 

among other things, “affection.” I haven’t had much affection over the last four of five years. The 

sweet, innocent, and pure affection I receive from Steph has been a huge gift. When I am with 

her, I feel a sense of wonder, a lightness of being. I smile more easily. I’m calmer. The second 

reflection spoke to me about all the honest and reasonable voices that understandably were 

concerned about my getting married, either because of the age difference or the hastiness of it. 
 

“Only the heart can see rightly; what is essential is invisible to the eye.” (Antoine de Saint-

Exupéry) This is the ‘secret’ of the thinking fox in The Little Prince. And that story offers 

other gems. Unless you ‘establish ties’ with people, you stay invulnerable, but if you 

come to need someone, he or she becomes ‘unique in all the world.’ The fox adds that 

when ‘rites’ are neglected, no hour is special. A flower explains why humans seem 

strange to her: because they lack roots, they move around without knowing what they 

are looking for. Four pillars of wisdom: risk and intimacy; spaces beyond routine; ways 

of belonging; look beyond the visible. 
 

Without explaining how, I used those four pillars of wisdom to affirm my wedding next Saturday.  
 

However, I will say, with Steph, I’ve looked beyond the visible to the inner goodness.  

 

 



Car Woes 
 

As I mentioned at the end of yesterday’s Journal, Gabens was in a car accident on Sunday evening. 

We are all extremely grateful he was not hurt. Now to the aftermath of the accident. On Monday 

morning at six o’clock, as I backed out of Santa Chiara, I felt some different about the car. Michel 

had worked on the car on Sunday. Part of the repairs had something to do with the brakes. For 

sure, the brakes seemed better. I didn’t have to press too hard on the brake pedal. I backed up the 

dirt road toward Step’s house when she came out. We headed for the MC sisters to attend Mass 

together…and to talk to Fr. Tom afterward. I drove up the hill a short distance before the narrow, 

dirt road begins it decent to the main road, there was something odd about the way the car was 

driving. On the first turn I had to make one of the back wheels began to spin. Once I hit the main 

road (Delmas, 33) I didn’t notice anything wrong. After taking a transition road to Delmas, 31, I 

began to notice that whenever I took my foot off the gas pedal, the car quickly slowed down.  
 

Once I was on Delmas, 31, the road takes a step downhill section. I took my foot off the gas pedal, 

expecting the car to coast at a good clip. It did not. The car slowed down. When I turned onto the 

narrow, bumpy, dirt road to the sisters, both sides of the road were lined with people selling 

fruits and vegetables. Once to twice a week, the street become a market. I was paying so much 

attention to assure I did hit a pedestrian, I lost track of the car’s performance, except I smelled 

something odd. The wall at the sister’s place was lined with women and children waiting for 

food. As soon as I drove into the compound, the car would not move. I was glad that there was 

enough room for Fr. Tom’s car to get inside the gate.  
 

Before entering the chapel, I left Gabens a voice message saying I could not drive the car home 

and asked him to get Michel to come to the Sisters to check out the car. During the Mass, Michel 

arrived on his motorcycle. After Mass, Fr. Tom spent time talking with Steph and me. He said, “I 

never had a doctor for a friend.” She said, “I never had a priest for a friend.” We spoke about 

what would happen on Saturday at his chapel. We will actually exchange our vows and be 

married. Afterward, we’ll go to the court and do it again, which will make it legal. Of course, 

Tom made fun of my and told Steph she needs to help me dress better. He said he couldn’t wait 

to see me in a jacket and tie. After he left, Steph said, “He is funny.” 
 

Meanwhile, Michel was working on the car. He said he would drive it home…with us in it. Once 

it was back at Santa Chiara he had to take the entire break system apart. He felt “the booster” 

(whatever that is) had to be replaced. He said he doubted it could be fixed by the end of the day. 

Once he had the car apart, I was shocked to learn it would cost $600 in parts to repair. Michel 

found someone to drive him back to the Sisters to get his motorcycle. He then drove to 

Girardoville to get Gabens. I had spoken to Gabens about our car crisis: namely we did not have 

a functioning car. I told him we needed to rent a car at least for a few days. I did some internet 

research and found the Avis and Budget had locations near the airport. I asked Gabens to check 

them out. Avis had only one car, a 2018 Suzuki for $90 a day. I said we had no choice but to rent 

it. If we needed to do a food shopping before my car is repaired, we would simply take the small 

rental car and then hire a tap-tap to transport all the boxes of supplies back to Santa Chiara. 
 

 



 
 

A few months ago, a long-time Journal reader and donor sent me a check for $10,000 to buy a 

better, newer used car then the silver Xterra. Our plan was simple: find a 2012 Nissan Xterra to 

buy and then fix the silver Xterra and keep it as a backup car that will be sparingly used. The 

problem was that we could not find 2012 Xterra for ten grand. The few we found we $15,000. We 

looked at other choices, but none seemed to fit our needs. We found a big Toyota SUV in excellent 

condition, but the price was $25,000. Now we must intensify our search. 
 

On top of this expense, plus the cost of renting a car, we must pay to fix the car that Gabens hit. 

The repairs should not cost more than $500.  
 

I found all of these car woes to be disheartening. This is our 7th Christmas at Santa Chiara and 

recently I was happy to tell people that it was the first time we came to the end of the year without 

carrying a significant credit card debt. One year we owed just over $50,000 in credit card debt. 

So, ending a year not carrying the burden of credit card debt was cause for me to celebrate. Now, 

these costs associated with a with the wrecked car and the broken car will wipe out most of the 

funds we have on hand. 
 

Hopefully, Steph and I won’t have to walk to our dual marriage ceremonies. 

 

  


